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Abstract
In this article we introduce a measure of optimality for architecture
selection algorithms for neural networks the distance from the original
network to the new network in a metric that is dened by the probability
distributions of all possible networks We derive two pruning algorithms
one based on a metric in parameter space and another one based on a
metric in neuron space which are closely related to wellknown architec
ture selection algorithms such as GOBS Furthermore our framework
extends the theoretically range of validity of GOBS and therefore can ex
plain results observed in previous experiments In addition we give some
computational improvements for these algorithms
  Introduction
A neural network trained on a problem for which its architecture is too small to
capture the underlying data structure will not yield satisfactory training and
testing performance On the other hand a neural network with too large an
architecture can even t the noise in the training data leading to good training
but rather poor testing performance Unfortunately the optimal architecture
is not known in advance for most realworld problems The goal of architecture
selection algorithms is to nd this optimal architecture These algorithms can
be grouped according to their search strategy or denition of optimality The
most widely known search strategies are growing and pruning although other
strategies exist see eg Fahlman  Lebiere 		
 Reed 		 and Hirose
et al 		 The optimality of an architecture can be measured by for example
minimum description length Rissanen 	 an information criterion Akaike
	 Ishikawa 		 a network information criterion Murata et al 		 error
on the training set LeCun et al 		
 Hassibi  Stork 		 or error on an
independent test set Pedersen et al 		 In this article another measure
 
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of optimality for pruning algorithms will be introduced the distance from the
original architecture in a predened metric
We briey describe the problem of architecture selection and the general
framework of our pruning algorithms based on metrics in section  In sections 
and 	 we introduce two pruning algorithms
 one based on a metric in parameter
space and the other on a metric in neuron space We relate these algorithms
to other wellknown architecture selection algorithms In section  we discuss
some of the computational aspects of these two algorithms	 and in section  we
compare the performance of the algorithms We end with conclusions and a
discussion in section 
  Architecture selection
For a given neural network with weights represented by a W dimensional vec
tor w	 there are 
W
   possible subsets in which one or more of the weights
have been removed Therefore	 a procedure which estimates the relevance of the
weights based on the performance of every possible subset of weights	 is only
feasible if the number of weights is rather small When the number of weights
is large	 one has to use approximations	 such as backward elimination	 for
ward selection	 or stepwise selection see eg Draper  Smith 	 Kleinbaum
et al  In the neural network literature	 pruning is identical to backward
elimination and growing to forward selection Although the results of this search
strategy already provide insight in the importance of the dierent connections
in the original architecture	 for realworld applications one needs a nal model
A possibility is to select from all evaluated architectures the optimal architec
ture	 see eg van de Laar et al  Of course	 many dierent denitions of
optimality are possible For example	 the error on the training set Hassibi 
Stork 	 Castellano et al  or the generalization error on an indepen
dent test set Pedersen et al  Another possibility is to use an ensemble
of architectures instead of a single architecture	 see eg Breiman 
In the following two sections we will construct pruning algorithms based on
two dierent metrics In these sections	 we will concentrate on the denition of
the metric and the comparison of the resulting algorithms with other wellknown
architecture selection algorithms
 Parameter metric
In this section we start by dening a metric in parameter space Let D be a
random variable with a probability distribution specied by P Djw	 where
w is a W dimensional parameter vector The Fisher information metric is the
natural geometry to be introduced in the manifold formed by all such distribu
tions Amari 
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Although we can perform pruning using this Fisher information metric for
any model that denes a probability distribution over the data we will restrict
ourselves to multilayer perceptrons MLPs We will adopt the terminology of
the literature about MLPs For example the parameters of an MLP will be
called weights
For an MLP the random variable D can be divided into an N dimensional
input vector X and a Kdimensional target also called desired output vec
tor T The probability distribution in the input space of an MLP does not
depend on the weights therefore
P XTjw  P TjwXP X  	
When an MLP minimizes the sumsquared error between actual and desired
output the following probability distribution in the target space given the inputs
and weights can be assumed 
the additive Gaussian noise assumption MacKay

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where O
k
 the k
th
output of the MLP is a function of the input and weights
and 
k
is the standard deviation of the k
th
output
Furthermore since an MLP does not dene a probability distribution of
its input space we assume that the input distribution is given by deltapeaks
located on the data ie
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Inserting equations  and  in equation  leads to the following Fisher
information metric for an MLP
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With this metric we can determine the distance D from one MLP to another
MLP of exactly the same architecture by
D



	
w
T
Fw  
where w is the dierence in weights of the two MLPs For small w D is an
approximation of the Riemannian distance Although the Riemannian distance
is symmetric with respect to the two MLPs A and B equation  is only
symmetric up to Ojwj

 The asymmetry is due to the dependence of the
Fisher information matrix on the weights of the original MLP So like for the

KullbackLeibler divergence the distance from MLP A to B is not identical to
the distance from MLP B to A
Since there is no natural ordering of the hidden units of an MLP one would
like to have a distance measure which is insensitive to a rearrangement of the
hidden units and corresponding weights Unfortunately the distance between
two functionally identical but geometrically dierent MLPs according to equa
tion  is in general nonzero Therefore this distance measure can best be
described as local Thus this metric based approach is only valid for sequences
of relatively small steps from a given architecture
Since the deletion of a weight is mathematically identical to setting its value
to zero the deletion of weight q can be expressed as w
q
	  w
q
 and this metric
can also be used for pruning We have to determine for every possible smaller
architecture
 
its optimal weights with respect to the distance from the original
MLP Finally we have to select from all possible smaller MLPs with optimal
weights our 
nal model
With the assumption that the output noises are independent ie 
k
 
this pruning algorithm will select the same architectures as Generalized Optimal
Brain Surgeon GOBS Hassibi  Stork  Stahlberger  Riedmiller 
GOBS is derived using a Taylor series expansion up to second order of the
error of an MLP trained to a local or global minimum Since the 
rst order
term vanishes at a minimum only the second order term which contains the
Hessian matrix needs to be considered The inverse of the Hessian matrix is
then calculated under the approximation that the desired and actual output of
the MLP are almost identical Given this approximation the Hessian and Fisher
information matrix are identical Hassibi  Stork  already mentioned the
close relationship with the Fisher information matrix but they did not provide
an interpretation
Unlike Hassibi  Stork  our derivation of GOBS does not assume that
the MLP has to be trained to a minimum Therefore we can understand why
GOBS performs so well on stopped MLPs ie MLPs which have not been
trained to a local minimum Hassibi et al 
  Neuronal metric
In this section we will de
ne a metric which unlike the previously introduced
metric is speci
c for neural networks The metric will be de
ned in neuron
space Why would one like to de
ne such a metric Assuming that a neural
network has constructed a good representation of the data in its layers to solve
the task one would like smaller networks to have a similar representation and
consequently similar performance on the task As in the previous section we
will restrict ourselves to MLPs
In pruning there are two reasons why the activity of a neuron can change
The 
rst reason is the deletion of a weight leading to this neuron The second
 
As already described in section  this approach becomes computationally intensive for
large MLPs and other search strategies might be preferred

reason is a change in activity of an incoming neuron For example when a
weight between input and hidden layer is deleted in an MLP this does not only
change the activity of a hidden neuron but also the activities of all neurons
which are connected to the output of that hidden neuron
To nd the MLP with neuronal activity as close as possible to the neuronal
activity of the original MLP one should minimize
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where N denotes the number of neurons 	both hidden and output O 
f	w
T
X the original output

O  f		w  w
T

X the new output f the trans
fer function and X and

X the original and new input of a neuron Equation 	

is rather dicult to minimize since the new output of the hidden neurons also
appears as the new input of other neurons
Equation 	
 can be approximated by incorporating the layered structure
of an MLP ie the calculations start at the rst layer and proceed up to the
last layer In this case the input of a layer is always known since it has been
calculated before and the solution of the layer can be determined Therefore
starting at the rst hidden layer and proceeding up to the output layer one
should minimize with respect to the weights for each neuron
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Due to the nonlinearity of the transfer function the solution of equation 	
is still somewhat dicult to nd Using a Taylor series expansion up to rst
order
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where o  w
T
X is the original incoming activity of the neuron This distance
can be easily minimized with respect to the new weights

w by any algorithm
for least squares tting The complexity of this minimization is equal to an
inversion of a matrix with the dimension equal to the number of inputs of the
neuron
This pruning algorithm based on the neuronal metric is closely related to
other wellknown architecture selection algorithms If the contribution of the
scale factor
O
 
i
z
z
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can be neglected
 
this pruning algorithm is identical to
a pruning algorithm called partial retraining 	van de Laar et al 
 
For an error analysis of this assumption see Moody  Antsaklis 

Another simplication is to ignore the second reason of change in activity
of a neuron ie ignore the change of activity due to a change in activity of an
incoming neuron When the input of a neuron does not change equation 
can be simplied to
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 The optimal weight change for this problem
can be easily found and will be described in section 
When both simplications ie neglecting both the contribution of the scale
factor and the second reason of change in activity of a neuron are applied
simultaneously one derives the architecture selection algorithm as proposed
by EgmontPetersen  and Castellano et al 
  Computational aspects
A number of dierent computational approaches exists to nd the minimal
distance from the original network to a smaller network as given by
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  Lagrange
One could apply Lagranges method to calculate this distance see also Hassibi
 Stork  Stahlberger  Riedmiller  The Lagrangian is given by
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with  a vector of Lagrange multipliers D the set that contains the indices of
all the weights to be deleted and w
D
the subvector of w obtained by excluding
all remaining weights
Assuming that the semipositive Fisher information matrix and the subma
trix F
 

DD
of the inverse Fisher information matrix are invertible the re
sulting minimal distance from the original network in the given metric is given
by
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  Fill in
One could ll in the known weight changes  w
D
  w
D
and minimize the
resulting distance with respect to the remaining weights
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where R and D denote the sets that contain the indices of all remaining and
deleted weights respectively When the matrix F
RR
is invertible the minimal
distance from the original MLP is achieved for the following change in weights
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  Inverse updating
One could use the fact that the inverse of the Fisher information matrix with
less variables can be calculated from the inverse of the Fisher information matrix
that includes all variables 	Fisher  ie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For example when weights are iteratively removed updating the inverse of
Fisher information matrix in each step using equation 	 makes the matrix
inversions in equations 	 and 	 trivial since the matrices to be inverted
are always of   dimension
  Comparison
All these three approaches give of course the same solution For the rst two
approaches this can be easily seen since for any invertible matrix
F
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and where it is assumed that the submatrices F
RR
and F
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see equations 	 and 	 Also the rst and third approach yield the same
solution since equation 	 can be rewritten as
 w 

 F
 
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Fw  	
The matrix inversion in the rst two approaches is the most computationally
intensive part Therefore when a given set of variables has to be deleted one

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Figure  The calculation time needed to iteratively prune all weights of a
randomly generated MLP versus the number of weights using  Lagrange ie
GOBS as proposed by Stahlberger  Riedmiller 		
  Lagrange and ll
in ie selecting the smallest matrix inversion and  Inverse updating ie
updating the weights and inverse Fisher information matrix in each step The
solutions of these three approaches were of course identical

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Figure  The average estimated order versus the number of weights using the
same three approaches as described in gure  The estimated order is calculated
as given by equation 	 where 
W was chosen to be equal to  The error
bars show the standard deviation over  trials The gure seems to conrm
that the rst two approaches are of fth order and the last approach is only of
third order

should prefer the rst approach if the number of variables is less than half of all
weights If one has to remove more than half of all variables the second approach
should be applied When backward elimination or an exhaustive search should
be performed one should use the third approach For example with the third
approach GOBS removes all weights using backward elimination
 
in OW
 

time steps while with the rst or second approach OW

 time steps are needed
where W is the number of weights To verify these theoretical predictions we
determined the calculation time needed to iteratively prune all weights of a
randomly generated MLP as a function of the number of weights see gure 
Furthermore we estimated the order of the dierent approaches by
oW  
log tW 	
W  log tW 
logW 	
W  logW 
 
where tW  is the calculation time needed to iteratively prune all W weights
see Figure  The accuracy of this estimation improves with the number of
weights W  asymptotically it yields the order of the approach
Of course one can apply algorithms such as conjugate gradient instead of
matrix inversion to optimize equation  directly in all three approaches see
for example Castellano et al 
  Comparison
In this article we proposed two pruning algorithms based on dierent met
rics In this section we will try to answer the question What is the dier
ence in accuracy between these two algorithms To answer this question we
have chosen a number of standard problems the articial Monk classication
tasks Thrun et al  the realworld Pima Indian diabetes classication
task Prechelt  and the realworld Boston housing regression task Belsley
et al  After training an MLP on a specic task its weights will be re
moved by backward elimination ie the weight that results in the architecture
with the smallest distance according to our metric from our original network
will be iteratively removed until no weight is left
The inverse of the Fisher matrix was calculated as described in Hassibi 
Stork  But unlike Hassibi  Stork  the small constant  was chosen
to be 
 
times the largest singular value of the Fisher matrix

 This value of
 penalizes large candidate jumps in parameter space and thus insures that the
weight changes are local given the metric The inverse of the Fisher matrix was
not recalculated after removing a weight but updated as previously described
in section 
 
This algorithm is not identical to OBS as described by Hassibi  Stork  since OBS
calculates after each weight removal the inverse Fisher information anew	 In other words OBS
changes the metric after the removal of every weight while GOBS keeps the original metric	

The actual value of   was most of the times within the range of 

 
      

 
as was
given in Hassibi  Stork 	

Problem original parameter metric neuronal metric
Monk    
Monk    
Monk    
Table 	 The original number of weights and the remaining weights after pruning
using the algorithm based on the parameter and neuronal metric on the MLPs
trained on the three Monk
s problems Thrun et al 
  Monk
Each Monk problem Thrun et al  is a classication problem based on six
attributes The rst second and fourth attribute have three possible values the
third and sixth are binary attributes and the fth attribute has four possible
values The dierent attributes in the Monk
s problem are not equally impor
tant The target in the rst Monk problem is a
 
 a
 
   a

  In the second
Monk problem the target is only true if exactly two of the attributes are equal to
their rst value The third Monk problem has  noise in its training examples
and without noise the target is given by a

   a

    a

   a
 
 
Since neural networks cannot easily handle multiplevalued attributes the Monk
problems are usually rewritten to seventeen binary inputs Each of the seven
teen inputs codes a specic value of a specic attribute For example the sixth
input is only active if the second attribute has its third value
For each Monk problem Thrun et al  trained an MLP with a single
hidden layer Each of these MLPs had seventeen input neurons and one con
tinuous output neuron The number of hidden units of the MLP in the three
Monk problems was three two and four respectively The transfer function of
both the hidden and the output layer of the MLP was a sigmoid in all three
problems The MLPs were trained using backpropagation on the sumsquared
error between the desired output and the actual output An example is classied
as true if the network
s output exceeds a threshold  and false otherwise
We used the trained MLPs as described in Thrun et al  to test the
algorithm based on the parameter metric and the one based on the neuronal
metric From these three MLPs we iteratively removed the least relevant weight
until the training and test performance deteriorated using both algorithms In
either case pruning these three MLPs resulted in a large reduction in the number
of weights as can be seen in Table 
Although the pruning algorithm based on the neuronal metric is a good
pruning algorithm it is outperformed by the pruning algorithm based on the
parameter metric which removes a few weights more from the same three MLPs
We will show using a toy problem that this dierence in performance is partly
caused by the redundancy in the encoding of the multiplevalued attributes and
the ability of the pruning algorithm based on the parameter metric to change
its hiddenlayer representation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Figure  A linear MLP to be pruned
Suppose an attribute A has three possible values and is encoded similarly to
the attributes in the Monk problems 	Thrun et al 

 A linear MLP which
implements the function A    is given in Figure  and its training data is given
in Table  Both pruning algorithms will now be applied to prune weights from
this linear MLP
When the algorithm based on the neuronal metric determines the importance
of the connection between A

and H 	as dened in Figure  it rst calculates
the new weights between input and hidden layer such that the hiddenlayer
representation is approximated as well as possible which results in w

   and
w
 
   Unfortunately this results in the hiddenlayer activity  if attribute
A has value  or  and activity  if attribute A    Based on this hidden
layer activity it is not possible to nd new weights for the second layer 	v and

b such that A    is implemented and w

will not be deleted The same
argumentation holds for the deletion of w
 
 The only weight which will be
deleted by this algorithm from the MLP given in Figure  is w


When the algorithm based on the parameter metric calculates the relevance
of the connection between A

and H  all other weights are reestimated simul
taneously This algorithm might 	since the Fisher information matrix in this
toyproblem is singular end up with w

   w
 
   v    and

b    which
exactly implements A    This algorithm can remove w

 and afterwards w
 

whose value is then equal to zero So since this algorithm is able to change the
hiddenlayer representation from 		A     	A    to A    it can remove
one weight more than the algorithm based on the neuronal metric

Summarizing although both pruning algorithms nd smaller architectures
with identical performance the algorithm based on the neuronal metric removes
a few weights less than the algorithm based on the parameter metric This
is caused by the fact that the algorithm based on the neuronal metric is by
denition restricted to single layers and is therefore necessarily weaker than
the algorithm based on the parameter metric which can look across layers to
nd more ecient hiddenlayer representations
  Diabetes in Pima Indians
The diabetes dataset contains information about 	
 females of Pima Indian
heritage of at least  years old Based on  attributes such as the number of
times pregnant the diastolic blood pressure age and the body mass index one
should predict whether this patient tested positive for diabetes This dataset is
considered very dicult and even stateoftheart neural networks still misclas
sify about  of the examples For more information about this dataset see
for example Prechelt  After normalization of the input data eg each
input variable had zero mean and unit standard deviation the 	
 examples
were randomly divided into three sets the estimation  validation 
and test set  For prediction we use MLPs with  inputs  hidden units
one output and a hyperbolic tangent and linear transfer function of the hidden
and output layer respectively The MLPs were trained using backpropagation
of the sumsquared error on the estimation set and training was stopped when
the sumsquared error on the validation set increased Similar as in the Monk
problems Thrun et al  an example was classied as nondiabetic when
the networks output exceeded a threshold   and diabetic otherwise
As the baseline we dene the percentage of errors made in classifying the
examples in the test set when they are classied as the most often occuring
classication in the train set For example if 
 of the training examples are
diabetic all test examples are all labelled diabetic leading if the training set
is representative to an error rate of 	
In gure  the baseline and the percentage of misclassications of the pruning
algorithms based on the parameter and neuronal metric are plotted as function
of the number of remaining weights W  of the MLP Although the pruning
algorithm based on the parameter metric is in the beginning at least as good
as the pruning algorithm based on the neuronal metric after the removal of
a number of weights its performance becomes worse than that of the pruning
algorithm based on the neuronal metric With a few weights remaining the
pruning algorithm based on the parameter metric even has a performance which
is worse than the baseline performance while the pruning algorithm based on
the neuronal metric has still a rather good performance
  Boston housing
The Boston housing dataset Belsley et al  contains 
 examples of
the median value of owneroccupied homes as function of thirteen input vari
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Figure  The mean value and standard deviation based on  runs of the per
centage of misclassi	cations on the test set of the Pima Indian diabetes dataset
of the pruning algorithms based on the parameter and neuronal metric versus
the number of remaining weights of the MLP
 For comparison the baseline error
has also been drawn
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Figure  The mean value and standard deviation based on  runs of the
sumsquared error on the test set of the Boston housing dataset of the pruning
algorithms based on the parameter and neuronal metric versus the number of
remaining weights of the MLP For comparison	 the baseline error has also been
drawn
ables	 such as nitric oxides concentration squared	 average number of rooms
per dwelling	 per capita crime rate	 and pupilteacher ratio by town For our
simulations	 we 
rst normalized the data	 such that each variable both input
and output had zero mean and unit standard deviation Then	 we randomly
divided the  examples into a training and test set which both contained 
examples The MLPs were trained using cross validation	 therefore the training
set was split into an estimation and validation set of  and  examples	
respectively The MLPs had thirteen inputs	 three hidden units	 one output	
and a hyperbolic tangent and linear transfer function of the hidden and output
layer	 respectively
The baseline is the average error made in predicting the housing prices of
the examples in the test set	 when they are predicted as the mean housing price
of the training set The value of the baseline will be close to one due to the
normalization of the output

In gure  the baseline and the performance of the pruning algorithms based
on the parameter and neuronal metric are plotted as function of the number of
remaining weights W  of the MLP Similar to the simulations of the diabetes
dataset the pruning algorithm based on the neuronal metric remains close to
the original performance even after removing 	 of the weights in the orig

inal network while the performance of the pruning algorithm based on the
parameter metric deteriorates earlier and even becomes worse than the baseline
performance
  Conclusions and discussion
In this article we have introduced architecture selection algorithms based on
metrics to nd the optimal architecture for a given problem Based on a metric
in parameter space and neuron space we derived two algorithms that are very
close to other well
known architecture selection algorithms Our derivation has
enlarged the understanding of these well
known algorithms For example we
have shown that GOBS is also valid for MLPs which have not been trained to
a local or global minimum as was already experimentally observed Hassibi
et al  Furthermore we have described a variety of approaches to perform
these well
known algorithms and discussed which of the approaches should be
preferred given the circumstances
Although the pruning algorithm based on the parameter metric is theoreti

cally more powerful than the pruning algorithm based on the neuronal metric as
was illustrated by a small example simulations of real
world problems showed
that the stability of the pruning algorithm based on the parameter metric is
inferior to the stability of the pruning algorithm based on the neuronal metric
Hassibi  Stork  already observed this instability of the pruning algo

rithm based on the parameter metric and suggested to improve the stability by
retraining the MLP after removing a number of weights
We expect that the use of metrics for architecture selection is also applicable
to other architectures than the MLP such as for example Boltzmann Machines
and Radial Basis Functions Networks Furthermore based on the similarity
between the deletion and addition of a variable Cochran  we think that
this approach can also be applied for growing algorithms instead of pruning
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